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C vs Embedded C

 Embedded C programming is, for the most part, the same as using C on any other platform

 Considered an extension to the C language by some 
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C Programming Embedded C Programming

Native development and compilers Cross-development and cross-compilers for target platform, 
why?

Independent of hardware architecture Dependant on hardware architecture

Used for Desktop applications, OS Used for limited resources microcontrollers and embedded 
systems

Memory management handled by hardware Memory management which must be done entirely in software



Toolchains

 Toolchain: A chain of tools to turn your code
into a binary to be executed on your device

 Each tool is responsible for a distinct operation,
despite sometimes they are merged together in
some implementations

 Four distinct operations:

1. Preprocessor 

2. Compiler

3. Assembler

4. Linker
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Toolchain Steps (1)

 Preprocessor
Quickly scans your code for syntax errors and apply your includes, macros, and conditional compilation steps. 

 Compiler
The compiler itself takes in preprocessed C code files and gives out assembly files. It knows about your processor architecture and, depending on your configuration, 
may optimize some operations. 

1. Each file gets a symbol table for variables and functions which are to be connected to other files in linking stage (exports/imports)

2. No addresses assigned yet

Example of command-line compiler syntax:

--c99 --gnu -c --cpu Cortex-M7.fp.dp --li -g -O0 --apcs=interwork --split_sections -I./RTE/CMSIS 

Note that you have to specify the target core: Cortex-M7, or Cortex-M4, or if you enable the supported floating point unit fp

The –g flag is used while you are developing and debugging your code

The –O is the optimization level, where O0 means no optimization and O3 maximum optimization. 
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Toolchain Steps (2)

 Assembler
This takes the assembly code and turns it into machine code. Since it is still on the individual file level, a
symbol table is still necessary here. The outputs from this are usually called object files.

 Linker
The linker looks through the object files together and places each bit of code into their appropriate sections 
based on a linker script 

1. The linker script describes sections as memory ranges and details some of their properties (hardware dependent)

2. In Keil, it is called scatter file, and memory ranges can be manually specified in project options

3. Some linkers can perform basic optimizations

4. The output is a binary file (.elf, .hex) which still contains a bit of extra information (-g flag), usually for debugging 
purposes. 
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C-Macros 

 Macros are simple find-and-replace directives that will perform substitutions in your code to make them easier to 
read. 

 #define is a pre-processor directive

 Substitutions are made before compilation so there’s no performance hit. 

 For many applications it’s preferable to use const variables instead because they provide cleaner type-checking. 

 Const is a C-keyword.

 #define is not scope controlled whereas const is scope controlled.

 #define can be redefined (using #undef) but const cannot.
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Conditional Compilation 

 Provides compile-time 
options to make it easy to 
switch behavior.

 Conditional compilation 
makes this possible without 
the performance hit of if-else 
statements and without the 
headache of moving around 
block comments. 
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#define CORTEX_M1    1

#if CORTEX_M0
// Do Something

# elif CORTEX_M0PLUS
// do Something else

# elif CORTEX_M1
// do Something else

# else
// Something else yet

# endif

#define DEBUG 1

#if DEBUG
// Be more verbose

# endif

Can also be defined here



C header files and Multiple-include Protection 

 When a header file is included using the #include <some file.h> preprocessor directive, that file contents are 
substituted in place of that line. 

 Share code between files (function prototypes, type definitions, variable declarations,
and macros/constants).

 A common problem that can come up when including headers is that circular dependencies and repeated 
inclusions may occur 

file_a.h file_b.h file_a.c
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#include 

<file_c.h>

#include 

<file_c.h>

#include 

<file_a.h>

#include 

<file_b.h>

# ifndef __FILE_C_H_
# define __FILE_C_H_

// file_c.h contents
#DEFINE SAMPLING 100

# endif 

ERROR Solution



Variables and Functions 

 char, short, int, long, and long long are the most commonly known integer types.

 Their lengths vary depending on implementation, so it is often ambiguous.

 The standard header stdint.h provides types of explicit length and signedness. It will include int8 t, uint8 t, 
int16 t, uint16 t, ... through uint64 t. 

 stdint.h also includes useful macros like INT8 MAX and INT8 MIN to clearly address the limits of each type

 It is often important to know the worst case bounds of a given variable and size.

 Carefully analyze the possibility of overflowing a variable and handle it accordingly.
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C Arrays
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Quick Review of Pointers

 "&" is synonymous with "the address of". Second 

 Int * means we are creating a pointer that refers to a memory location of type integer

 "*" as a modifier is synonymous with "at the address of". 
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Pointers are everywhere in C drivers

typedef struct{

uint32_t Pin;       

uint32_t Mode;     

uint32_t Pull;     

uint32_t Speed;     

uint32_t Alternate;  

}GPIO_InitTypeDef;

GPIO_InitTypeDef LED_configuration;

LED_configuration.Pin = GPIO_PIN_12|GPIO_PIN_13|GPIO_PIN_14|GPIO_PIN_15;

LED_configuration.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;

LED_configuration.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_VERY_HIGH;

LED_configuration.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;

HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOD, &LED_configuration);
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void  HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIO_TypeDef *GPIOx, GPIO_InitTypeDef *GPIO_Init);



More pointer examples
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Enum
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• Alternative to using #define 
macros for enumerated 
values.

• By convention, both use 
entirely uppercase letters.  



Floating Point Comparison

 One common pitfall with floating point numbers is when comparing for equality. 

 The number format stores only an approximation of any given value and due to numerous factors in 
computation, will likely have some degree of error. 

 The == comparison operation doesn’t accept even the most subtle of differences. 

#define threshold (0.000001f)
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Unions

 The union type allows for a single region of memory to be viewed as multiple types simultaneously without having to deal with casting 

union {

uint32_t data [20];

uint8_t bytes [80];

} data_buffer ;

int i;

// Assign data as a uint32_t 

data_buffer.data [0] = 2;

// ... fill other uint32_t  i buffers

for (i = 0; i < sizeof ( data_buffer. bytes )/ sizeof (*data_buffer. bytes ); i++) {

// Copy each byte to a peripheral

some_peripheral_buffer = data_buffer.bytes[i];

}
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Some C Modifiers of Interest (1)

❖ Static (Usage 1)

▪ When used for a function or global variable, this limits the visibility to the current file only. 

▪ Similar to private in OOP.

▪ good for creating functions and variables that are only used internally and aren't to be called by anything else. 

▪ This allows use of more generic names by avoiding symbol name collisions. 

❖ Static (Usage 2)

▪ When used for a variable inside a function, static indicates how the variable is stored. 

▪ No longer located in the stack, its memory will persist across function calls 

❖ Volatile

▪ This tells the compiler that the value may change in the background without any indication. 

▪ This reduces the amount of optimization that may be done but is required for safety (used with peripherals)
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Some C Modifiers of Interest (2)

❖ Extern

❖ inline

• Asks the compiler to essentially duplicates the function wherever it is called and integrated into the caller 
code to avoid calling overhead 
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int var; 
int main(void) 
{ 

var = 10; 
return 0; 

} 

extern int var; 
int main(void) 
{ 

return 0; 
} 

extern int var; 
int main(void) 
{ 

var = 10; 
return 0; 

} 

#include "somefile.h" 
extern int var; 
int main(void) 
{ 

var = 10; 
return 0; 

} 

extern int var = 0; 
int main(void) 
{ 

var = 10; 
return 0; 

} 
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